INTERNATIONAL FIELD SCHOOL ON SITE FORMATION, STRATIGRAPHY, AND GEOARCHAEOLOGY IN THE ATHENIAN AGORA

The Malcolm H. Wiener Laboratory for Archaeological Science in collaboration with the ASCSA Excavations at the Athenian Agora offers a full week-long Field School on Site Formation, Stratigraphy, and Geoarchaeology in the Athenian Agora. Dr. Panagiotis (Takis) Karkanas, Director of the Wiener Laboratory, and Dr. Paul Goldberg, Senior Visiting Professor, Institut für Naturwissenschaftliche Archäologie (INA), University of Tübingen, will supervise the intensive field school. Registered students will be involved in interdisciplinary field research in the Athenian Agora primarily focused on archaeological context, geoarchaeology, and material sciences. Through field observations, laboratory analysis, and lectures, students will receive instruction in the study and analysis of archaeological sediments and deposits, as well as gain experience in the recording of stratigraphy and the understanding of site formation processes.

A maximum of 12 students will be accepted for the course. Preference will be given to advanced students and post-docs with a background in archaeology, and preferably some exposure to the natural sciences.

DATES: June 3-10, 2023

FEE: The cost for Room and Board is 400 euros for the entire week (travel costs are not included)

FOR MORE INFO: https://www.ascsa.edu.gr/programs/international-field-school-on-archaeological-science

CONTACT: Dr. Karkanas at tkarkanas@ascsa.edu.gr

DEADLINE: February 15, 2023